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A B S T R A C T   

Numerous studies of hygrothermal transfers through walls have highlighted the impacts of this phenomenon on 
energy consumption and indoor conditions. However, urban scale models that aim to simulate weather condi-
tions and urban heat island effects within cities neglect moisture transfer through walls. The objective of this 
paper is to propose a method for solving this phenomenon that could be integrated into an urban climate model. 
This kind of integration requires the numerical schemes to be adapted as well as the spatiotemporal scales. The 
proposed method is based on an Implicit/Explicit discretisation scheme and a decoupled numerical approach for 
solving. Numerical stability is ensured by reducing the time step in critical moments, which are detected by five 
tests. This method is validated by comparison with a reference model (Delphin ®), on several study cases using 
different wall compositions and climates. A mesh sensitivity analysis is performed and shows that low perme-
ability walls require a finer mesh than walls made of highly hygroscopic or capillary active materials. 
Furthermore, the more layers there are in the wall, the finer the mesh size needs to be. This numerical method 
allowed a balance to be found between computational cost and accuracy level in accordance with the expec-
tations for an urban climate model. The future integration of this method into an urban climate model will make 
it possible to carry out energy/climate simulations, including the hygrothermal behaviour of walls, and thus to 
study its impact at urban scale.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Impacts of moisture transfer through walls 

Moisture exchange takes place between the urban canyon and the 
walls. Walls represent a significant share of moisture sinks in the urban 
mass balance. For example, in a dense, high-rise city, such as Hong 
Kong, the walls account for 9.55% of the moisture sinks [1]. 

The simulation of moisture transfers in urban materials allows wet-
ting and drying phenomena to be represented and thus considers the 
evaporative cooling phenomenon, which has been widely studied as a 
strategy to mitigate the Urban Heat Island (UHI) phenomenon. How-
ever, studies generally focus on evaporation at horizontal surfaces; only 
a few evaluate the impact of this phenomenon at wall surfaces [2,3]. 
Although the evaporative cooling potential of the building façades is 
lower than that of the ground [3], the evaporation phenomenon at wall 
surfaces contributes to lowering the air temperature in the canyon and 
improving pedestrian comfort [4]. Indeed, after a rain event, the wet 

wall dries, the phenomenon of evaporation occurs, which leads to a 
decrease in the surface temperature of the walls. A decrease in the 
comfort index UTCI (Universal Thermal Cimate Index) for a pedestrian 
in the street canyon of up to 2 ◦C is then observed [2]. The evaporative 
cooling potential is largely influenced by the climatic variables of the 
canyon, in particular solar radiation and wind speed [2]. 

Furthermore, the reduction of energy consumption makes it possible 
to reduce anthropogenic emissions to the outside environment and 
therefore constitutes a lever for action to limit the UHI phenomenon [5]. 
Numerous studies have shown a significant impact of considering 
moisture transfer on indoor conditions as well as on occupant comfort 
and therefore on energy consumption. Indeed, moisture in a wall affects 
its thermal properties, such as thermal conduction and thermal capacity. 
Thus, the conduction load may be wrongly estimated and the HVAC 
equipment incorrectly sized [6–9]. Furthermore, highly hygroscopic 
materials have been studied for their moisture buffering capacity, that 
is, their ability to reduce fluctuations in indoor relative humidity 
[10–12]. Thus, neglecting moisture transfer would lead to a poor 
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estimation of indoor conditions, especially on relative humidity, which 
is a key variable for occupant comfort [13,14]. Variations have also been 
observed in the indoor air temperature [15] and in the operating tem-
perature [9]. In addition, some studies have shown a reduction in energy 
consumption related to the installation of hygroscopic materials, of up to 
30% depending on the HVAC systems used and the climate studied [16, 
17]. Thus, the consideration of moisture transfers on an urban scale 
would allow to better estimate the energy consumption of buildings, to 
take into account the potential reduction of energy consumption 
induced by hygroscopic materials and finally to evaluate the impact of 
these phenomena on the UHI intensity. 

1.2. Modelling of moisture transfer through walls at different scales 

Since the first work on coupled heat and moisture transfer in building 
materials [18,19], based on the soil models by Refs. [20,21], many 
models and tools have emerged (see reviews by Ref. [22]), among which 
Delphin [23], WUFI [18], MATCH [24] and HAM Tools [25] are the 
most widely used. They differ in the simplifying assumptions made, the 
driving potentials used, and the discretisation methods and numerical 
solution methods employed. The main methods are the finite difference 
method (with, for example, an explicit, implicit or Crank-Nicholson 
discretisation scheme), the finite volume method, and the finite 
element method. Berger et al. [26] propose a comparison of several 
numerical methods for solving coupled transfers. 

Then, external couplings between HAM (Heat, Air and Moisture) and 
BES (Building Energy Simulation) models made it possible to simulate 
the interactions between the moisture transfers in the walls and the 
interior conditions [27]. There are also many consolidated tools that rely 
on internal coupling to simulate entire buildings, including moisture 
transfer through walls [28], WUFI-Plus, EnergyPlus [29], TRNSYS, IDA 
ICE [30], BSim [31], ESP-r [32] and HAMFitPlus [33]. These tools allow 
the impact of moisture transfers on indoor conditions and energy con-
sumption to be assessed. However, their simulation is limited to one 
building, and they do not simulate the effects of buildings on the urban 
canyon conditions. 

Coupling between CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) and HAM 
exist and they have the advantage of accurately representing the dis-
tribution of WDR (Wind-Driven Rain) on the façade [34]. Other models 
simulate the urban microclimate by coupling three sub-models: CFD for 
airflow and wind-driven rain, HAM for heat and moisture transport in 

porous media and a radiative model for heat transfer by short- and 
long-wave radiation [2–4]. These micro-climate models can simulate 
hydric exchanges between walls and a street canyon. Their main 
strength is that they take into account the spatial variability along the 
façade when calculating the CHTC (convective heat transfer coefficient) 
and CMTC (convective mass transfer coefficient). However, these 
models consider the interior surface of the wall to be impermeable, 
which does not allow moisture exchanges between the interior of the 
building and the street to be simulated. They are not coupled with a 
model that estimates energy consumption and its effect on climate in the 
urban canyon. Moreover, urban microclimate models based on CFD 
have a very high computational cost which does not allow for city-scale 
simulations over long periods. 

On the other hand, a new urban lumped model takes moisture ex-
changes through wall into account [1]. This model was developed to 
better understand phenomena related to moisture in urban climates, but 
it is not designed to accurately forecast hygrothermal conditions. 

Another type of model is the Urban Canopy Model (UCM) [35], such 
as TEB (Town Energy Balance) [36], UCM (Urban Canopy Model) [37] 
and BEP (Building Effect Parameterization) [38]. These urban climate 
models are specifically designed to parametrise energy, radiative, hydric 
and turbulent exchanges between built surfaces and the atmosphere 
from the neighbourhood to the city scale (which can encompass many 
grid points representing the neighbourhoods of the agglomeration). 
They solve balance equations for simplified geometry, (not all individual 
building shapes can be simulated at the targeted spatial scales), for 
example using the canyon street concept [39], which means urban areas 
are represented by an average urban canyon of infinite length. These 
assumptions allow large areas to be simulated over long periods. These 
urban climate models do not represent the local urban airflow, which 
does not allow an accurate estimation of CMTC and CHTC, instead 
empirical correlations or drag coefficients are used [35]. Similarly, the 
spatial distribution of the WDR on the façade is not modelled. Some 
models have the advantage of integrating the assessment of the energy 
demand of buildings and quantifying interactions between the canyon 
microclimate and buildings, which is the case of the TEB model 
including the BEM (Building Energy Model) module [40]. This version 

Table 1 
Comparison of discretisation and resolution methods for Delphin, TEB and the 
proposed method.   

Delphin [23] TEB [36] Proposed method 
Discretisation 

scheme 
Fully implicit Fully implicit Implicit-Explicit 

(IMEX) 
Time step Variable 5 min 5 min (lowered to 

10 s in critical 
moments) 

Mesh Variable 5 nodes Variable 
Numerical 

solution 
method 

Newton-Raphson 
method (iterative 
and complex) 

Lower-Upper (LU) 
decomposition 

Lower-Upper (LU) 
decomposition  

Table 2 
Mesh characteristics for the three tested versions and the reference.  

Mesh 
version 

First 
mesh size 
[m] 

Stretch 
factor [−] 

Maximum 
mesh size [m] 

Mesh refinement at the 
interface between two 
material layers 

Version 1 0.005 2 0.5 No 
Version 2 0.0025 1.7 0.1 No 
Version 3 0.001 1.5 0.1 No 
Delphin 0.001 1.3 0.05 Yes  

Fig. 1. Decoupled numerical approach.  
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of TEB performs a mass balance to calculate the specific humidity of 
indoor air considering internal moisture gains, vapour transfers due to 
window openings, air infiltration or HVAC equipment. A mass balance is 
also carried out to compute the humidity of the air in the urban canyon 
taking into account anthropogenic moisture emissions (due to buildings 
and traffic), moisture exchanges with the atmosphere, vegetation, road 
and soil. However, the TEB model, like most UCM, neglects mass 
transfers through walls and consider only heat transfers by conduction. 

To the authors’ knowledge, no coupling currently exists between 
UCM and HAM models. Some HAM models propose coupling solutions 
that could be used to couple hygrothermal transfers in walls with a UCM 
model. This is the case of Delphin, via Functional Mock-up Interface. 
However, this type of coupling would have a high computational cost, 
which would not be suitable for urban scale simulation. 

1.3. Issues of this study 

Current methods for solving coupled mass and heat transfer are not 
appropriate for the urban scale. Indeed, several adaptations are neces-
sary, particularly in terms of spatiotemporal resolution and the numer-
ical resolution scheme. Moreover, the same level of accuracy is not 
expected for a wall-scale model and for an urban-scale model since wall- 
scale models are looking for more and more accurate solutions [41] 
while urban models are already based on many assumptions. Further-
more, urban scale simulation over long time scales and for entire cities 
also requires the computational cost to be minimised. There are efficient 
methods for solving coupled transfers, such as reduction methods [42], 
but they are not suitable for integration into the numerical scheme of an 
urban climate model. In addition, current resolution methods are 
generally based on a variable time step depending on convergence, 
which makes them complicated to integrate into a fixed time step urban 
model. 

The objective of this paper is to present a new numerical method to 
facilitate the integration of coupled transfers through walls in an urban 
climate model. The numerical model of coupled transfers usually con-
sists of two conservation equations (one for energy, the other for mass). 
In this work, widely used equations will be employed and adaptations 
will be made only in their numerical solution method. The reliability of 
the proposed method is verified using boundary conditions representa-
tive of an urban environment. The integration of this method into an 
urban climate model is not carried out in this paper. 

Firstly, this paper will present the coupled transfer model used. Then, 

it will propose an adaptation of the numerical method suitable for future 
use at the urban scale. It will be validated by confrontation with the 
results of a reference model (Delphin 6.1.2) on several case studies. 
Finally, the novelty and originality of this model will be discussed. 

2. Heat and mass transfer model 

Currently, most urban climate models consider heat transfers by 
conduction through walls but neglect hydric transfers. One equation is 
solved to describe heat balance in a multilayer wall in 1D: 

cmatρmat

∂T

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(

λ
∂T

∂x

)

(1)  

with cmat the heat capacity of the material (J.kg−1.K−1), ρmat the mass 
density of materials (kg.m−3), λ the thermal conductivity (W.m−1.K−1), 
and T the temperature (K). 

This equation refers to heat storage and transfer for a unit volume. 
Thermal properties vary spatially according to the material layer. 

However, these models do not consider the variation of thermal prop-
erties over time as a function of the wall conditions. For example, the 
effect of water content on thermal properties is neglected. 

This section presents a widely used model for considering coupled 
mass and heat transfer, and thus the impact of moisture exchange on 
heat transfer. 

2.1. Hypothesis 

The model presented describes heat and mass transfer in a multilayer 
wall. This model includes not only the heat transfer by conduction but 
also the effect of each layer’s water content on the thermal properties 
and its contribution to heat storage. It also solves vapour and liquid 
water transfer through wall and the heat transfer induced by these water 
transports is considered. Finally, consideration of all these phenomena 
will make it possible to describe the thermal and hydric fluxes through 
the wall and exchanges with its environments. 

This model represents hygrothermal transfer in 1D, which does not 
enable vertical and punctual phenomena, such as thermal bridges, to be 
modelled. The model is also based on several usual assumptions that the 
following phenomena can be neglected [43].  

- Vapour diffusion under temperature gradients (Soret effect),  
- Effect of gravity in pores, 

Fig. 2. Spatiotemporal discretisation grid for an unknown variable X.  
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- Influence of temperature on moisture storage,  
- Contribution of gas phases to heat storage,  
- Air transfer through the wall. 

Also, ice formation, pore weathering processes and chemical re-
actions are not modelled, as the impact of these phenomena on coupled 
transfers is considered low [18]. 

The hysteresis effect between the adsorption and desorption curves is 
complex to model and is often neglected by hygrothermal models [44]. 
A study compared the results of simulations using the adsorption curve, 
the desorption curve or taking into account hysteresis and showed little 
difference between the three versions [45]. Although more recent work 
has shown that the phenomenon of hysteresis can have a significant 
impact in certain cases [46], the choice was made to neglect this phe-
nomenon, in particular because a high level of accuracy is not expected 
at the targeted simulation scale. In this work, the desorption curve is 
used to describe the moisture storage, which is also the assumption 
made in Delphin [47]. 

2.2. Governing equations 

The model is based on the work of [23] and consists of two equations 
(1) and (2), corresponding to the energy and mass conservation balances 
respectively. The left-hand side corresponds to storage terms and the 
right-hand side represents transport terms. Several types of transfer are 
considered: heat transfer by conduction, transfer of water in vapour 
form using Fick’s diffusion, and transfer of water in liquid form based on 
Darcy’s law. 
∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(

λ
∂T

∂x
+ hlKl

∂pc

∂x
+ hvKv

∂pv

∂x

)

(2)  

∂ρv+w

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(

Kl

∂pc

∂x
+Kv

∂pv

∂x

)

(3)  

hl = cl

(

T −Tref

) (4)  

hv = cv

(

T − Tref

)

+ Lv (5) 
with u the energy density (J.m−3), ρv+w the mass density of water in 

liquid and vapour form (kg.m−3), hl the liquid water enthalpy (J), hv the 
vapour enthalpy (J), Kl the liquid conductivity (s), pc the capillary 
pressure (Pa), pv the vapour pressure (Pa), Kv the vapour permeability of 
the material (kg.m−1.s−1.Pa−1), cl the heat capacity of liquid water (J/K), 
cv the heat capacity of water vapour (J/K), Tref the reference temperature 
(K) and Lv the heat of vaporization (2500 J.kg−1). 

In agreement with the assumptions made, the storage terms are 
written as follows: 
∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂t

(

ρmatcmatT +wcl

(

T − Tref

)) (6)  

∂ρv+w

∂t
=

∂w

∂t
(7) 

with w the water content (kg.m−3), 
The equations thus written include three driving potentials: tem-

perature, vapour pressure and capillary pressure. However, only two 
equations are solved, so the number of unknown variables must be 
reduced to two. The driving potential selected for moisture is the 
capillary pressure. The capillary pressure is the driving potential linked 
to Darcy’s law and is used in HAM-BE [48], Delphin [23] and also in the 
model presented in this paper [43]. When compared to benchmark 
simulations by Ref. [49], it gives very satisfactory numerical results. To 
express the two previous equations as a function of the two driving 
potentials chosen (temperature and capillary pressure), the Kelvin 
relation is used, and the following equations are obtained: 

(cmatρmat + cl w)
∂T

∂t
+
(

cl

(

T −Tref

)) ∂w

∂pc

∂pc

∂t
=

∂

∂x

((

λ + hvKv

[

∂pv,sat

∂T
φ +

pc

T

ρv

ρl

])

∂T

∂x
+

[

hlKl + hvKv

ρv

ρl

]

∂pc

∂x

)

(8)  

∂w

∂pc

∂pc

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(

Kv

[

∂pv,sat

∂T
φ+

pc

T

ρv

ρl

]

∂T

∂x
+

[

Kl +Kv

ρv

ρl

]

∂pc

∂x

)

(9)  

2.3. Boundary conditions 

The wall is the interface between the indoor environment and the 
outdoor conditions. It is therefore subject to different stresses on its two 
sides. 

At the exterior surface, the wall is exposed to changing weather 
conditions such as temperature, relative humidity, rain, solar radiation 
and long-wave radiation from the atmosphere and other surfaces of the 
urban environment. This leads to heat (qsext) and water (jsext) fluxes, 
decomposed as: 
qsext = qconv + qSW,abs + qLW,net + hvjconv + hl jrain (10)  

jsext = jconv + jrain (11) 
with qconv the convective heat flux (W.m−2), jconv the convective mass 

flux (kg.m−2.s 1), qSW,abs the short-wave radiation flux absorbed by the 
façade (W.m−2), qLW,net the net long-wave radiation flux exchanged be-
tween the wall and its surroundings (W.m−2), and jrain the wind-driven 
rain flow incident on the façade (kg.m−2.s 1). 

On the interior side, the boundary conditions for heat and mass 
equations are restricted to convective heat and mass exchange. 
qsint = qconv + hvjconv (12)  

jsint = jconv (13) 
By rewriting the boundary conditions as a function of the two driving 

potentials, the following equations are obtained: 

qsext = hconv,th (Text −Tsext)+αqSW,inc + εσ
(

T4
equiv − T4

sext

)

+Lvhconv,m

[

pv,ext − psat(Tsext)exp

(

pc,sext

ρlRvTsext

)]

+ cl

(

Text −Tref

)

jrain (14)  

jsext = hconv,m

[

pv,ext − psat(Tsext)exp

(

pc,sext

ρlRvTsext

)]

+ jrain (15)  

qsint = hconv,th(Tint −Tsint) + Lvhconv,m

[

pv,int − psat(Tsint)exp

(

pc,sint

ρlRvTsint

)]

(16)  

jsint = hconv,m

[

pv,int − psat(Tsint)exp

(

pc,sint

ρlRvTsint

)]

(17) 

with hconv,th the convective heat coefficient (W.m−2.K−1), hconv,m the 
convective mass coefficient (kg.m−2.s−1.Pa−1), α the absorption coeffi-
cient, qSW,inc the incident short-wave radiative flux (W.m−2) and ε the 
emissivity of the façade. 

3. Numerical method 

This section focuses on a numerical scheme that is proposed to solve 
coupled transfers and would be suitable for integration into an urban 
climate model. The proposed numerical scheme must correspond to an 
urban model scheme and operate over large spatiotemporal scales. 
Compromises between accuracy and computation time must be found, 
knowing that simulations at the city scale are based on many 
assumptions. 
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3.1. Discretisation scheme 

The equation of coupled transfers has resulted in a system of non- 
linear partial differential equations to be solved on a continuous 
domain. The discretisation of equations leads to a system of linear 
equations on a discrete domain, which can be solved more simply. 

The comparison of the discretisation and resolution methods of two 
reference models (Delphin for wall scale and TEB for urban scale) 
(Table 1) shows strong differences, concerning the time step, mesh size 
and numerical method. Firstly, the time steps and mesh sizes are vari-

able and fine in Delphin whereas, in TEB they are considered constant 
and very coarse. Furthermore, the resolution in Delphin is based on a 
complex, iterative method, which involves performing iterations at each 
time step until convergence is reached. 

Thus, in order to match the numerical schemes of an urban climate 
model, the proposed numerical scheme performs the discretisation 
based on the finite difference method. Regarding the discretisation 
scheme, explicit schemes are not suitable for the integration of coupled 
transfers to urban model like TEB but fully implicit schemes must be 
associated with iterative methods to be stable. It is not possible to 
integrate this type of resolution method into an urban climate model. 
Finally, an Implicit-Explicit (IMEX) scheme imposes itself, as it allows 
sub-iterations to be avoided and is numerically stable and consistent 
[50]. This semi-implicit scheme has been used in several studies and the 
accuracy of the results obtained was satisfactory in all these cases [41, 
51,52]. A comparison with a fully implicit scheme even showed that the 
IMEX scheme had a lower computation time and provided more accu-
rate results than an implicit scheme [50]. In these two discretisation 
schemes, the scheme considered for solving the field is implicit, since the 
unknown variables are calculated at time step j+1. The difference be-
tween a fully implicit scheme and an IMEX scheme is based on the 
calculation of the non-linear properties at each time step. Indeed, for the 
implicit scheme, the storage and diffusivity coefficients are calculated at 
time step j+1, while in the IMEX scheme, they are calculated at time step 
j, which avoids sub-iterations. Furthermore, the temporal discretisation 
is done by first-order backward finite differences and the spatial dis-
cretisation consists of approximating by a second-order central 
difference. 

Concerning the spatial discretisation, three mesh versions were 
tested for the proposed method. Table 2 describes the characteristics of 
these versions and of the mesh chosen for the simulations carried out 
with Delphin. 

3.2. Decoupled numerical approach 

These equations (8) and (9) can be written as a matrix system. This 

system is solved by applying the lower-upper (LU) decomposition 
method. The heat and mass equations are solved through a decoupled 
numerical approach, which consists of solving two separate matrix 
systems, one for moisture and one for heat, at each time step (Fig. 1). 

However, temperature is involved in the mass equation and therefore 
is not considered as an unknown in this equation but is set equal to its 
values at the previous time step. A similar approach is used for capillary 
pressure in the heat equation. The following discretised equations are 
then obtained, for solving at time step j+1 and at node i (Fig. 2).   

The coefficients of the matrices are written as follows: 
CTT = cmatρmat + cl w;

CTP = cl

(

T − Tref

) dw

dpc

;

CPP =
dw

dpc

;

CPT = 0;
KTT = λ + LvKPT ;

KTP = cl

(

T − Tref

)

Kl + LvKv

pv

RvTρl

;

KPP = Kl + Kv

pv

RvTρl

and KPT = Kv

pv

RvT2

(

Lv −
pc

ρl

)

The coefficients C∗∗ and K∗∗ also depend on the temperature and 
capillary pressure, two variables whose values are still unknown at time 
step j+1. Their calculation is based on the values obtained at time step j. 

Spatial discretisation implies calculating the value of some quantities 
between two points of the mesh. The method applied for this calculation 
is the following: Δxi−1/2 = (Δxi + Δxi−1)/2; 

Δxi+1/2 = (Δxi + Δxi+1)
/

2;

K∗∗ i−1/2 = (K∗∗ i + K∗∗ i−1)
/

2

and K∗∗ i+1/2 = (K∗∗ i + K∗∗ i+1)
/

2 

The discretisation of the boundary conditions is performed as fol-
lows:   

jj+1
sext = hconv,m

(

pj+1
v,ext − pj

v,sext

(

1 +
1

ρlRvT
j
sext

(

pj+1
c,sext − pj

c,sext

)

))

+ jrain (21)  

q
j+1
sint = hconv,th

(

T
j+1
int − T

j+1
sint

)

+ Lvhconv,m

(

p
j+1
v,int − p

j
v,sint

) (22)  

0=(CTT )
j

i

T
j+1
i − T

j
i

Δt
+(CTP)

j

i

p
j
c,i − p

j−1
c,i

Δt
+

[

(KTT)
j

i−1/2

Δxi

(

T
j+1
i − T

j+1

i−1

)

Δxi−1/2

−
(KTT)

j

i+1/2

Δxi

(

T
j+1

i+1 − T
j+1
i

)

Δxi+1/2

]

+

[

(KTP)
j

i−1/2

Δxi

(

p
j
c,i − p

j

c,i−1

)

Δxi−1/2

−
(KTP)

j

i+1/2

Δxi

(

p
j

c,i+1 − p
j
c,i

)

Δxi+1/2

]

(18)  

0=(CPT )
j

i

T
j
i − T

j−1
i

Δt
+(CPP)

j

i

p
j+1
c,i − p

j
c,i

Δt
+

[

(KPT)
j

i−1/2

Δxi

(

T
j
i − T

j

i−1

)

Δxi−1/2

−
(KPT)

j

i+1/2

Δxi

(

T
j

i+1 − T
j
i

)

Δxi+1/2

]

+

[

(KPP)
j

i−1/2

Δxi

(

p
j+1
c,i − p

j+1

c,i−1

)

Δxi−1/2

−
(KPP)

j

i+1/2

Δxi

(

p
j+1

c,i+1 − p
j+1
c,i

)

Δxi+1/2

]

(19)   

qj+1
sext = hconv,th

(

Tj+1
ext −Tj+1

sext

)

+Lvhconv,m

(

pj+1
v,ext − pj

v,sext

)

+ jraincl

(

Tj+1
ext −Tref

)

+ αqCLO,inc + εσ

(

T
j+1

equiv − T
j

sext

2

)3
(

T
j+1

equiv − T
j+1

sext

) (20)   
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j
j+1
sint = hconv,m

(

p
j+1
v,int − p

j
v,sint

(

1+
1

ρlRvT
j
sint

(

p
j+1
c,sint − p

j
c,sint

)

))

(23) 

The variables at the surfaces are approximated by their value at the 
nearest node. 

3.3. Numerical stability 

To ensure numerical stability, the time step (usually 5 min) is 
reduced to 10 s at the most critical moments. To identify critical mo-
ments for convergence, five tests are performed (Fig. 3). 

The first test checks the amount of rain absorbed by the wall. Thus, 
when the rain flux absorbed is higher than the threshold value, the time 

step is decreased for both equations (heat and mass). 
The second test detects oscillations on temperatures or capillary 

pressures simulated on the internal and external surfaces. The test is 
performed only if the recorded difference between the current time step 
and the previous time step is higher than a certain threshold value. Then, 
it checks the sign of the last two variation rates. If an increase is followed 
by a decrease or vice versa, there are oscillations and the time step is 
decreased for the equation(s) concerned, i.e., if an oscillation occurs in 
capillary pressure on at least one surface, the time step is decreased for 
the mass equation and if an oscillation is detected for temperature, the 
time step of the heat equation is decreased. The time step can therefore 
be decreased for one equation or for both equations simultaneously. 
Fig. 4 shows the procedure of this test for capillary pressure at the 

Fig. 3. Algorithm of the proposed numerical method.  
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exterior surface. The same test is performed for the interior surface and 
also for the temperature at the interior and exterior surfaces. 

The third test checks that the variation rate in absolute value is lower 
than a threshold value fixed for the temperature and that for the capil-
lary pressure. If the criterion is not respected for capillary pressure on at 
least one of the two surfaces at this time step, there is a decrease for the 
mass equation – and idem for temperature with the heat equation. 

The fourth test calculates the integrated water content of the wall 
and then its variation rate from the current time step to the next. If this 
rate exceeds a certain threshold, the time step is decreased for the mass 
conservation equation. 

Finally, the last test ensures that capillary pressure does not become 
positive, as this is impossible from a physical point of view. If the 
capillary pressure at a mesh point exceeds a threshold value, the time 
step of the mass equation must be decreased. If decreasing the time step 

is not sufficient to solve the problem, the capillary pressure is replaced 
by a threshold value. 

Table 3 summarises all the threshold values used in each test. These 
values were chosen to represent acceptable thresholds, but also to obtain 
results with satisfactory accuracy and limited computational cost. 

4. Validation by inter-model comparison 

Three main methods exist for the validation of a hygrothermal 
model: experimental validation, theoretical validation based on an 
analytical solution, and validation by inter-model comparison [53]. This 
paper uses the last method to validate the proposed numerical method. 
The comparison is carried out on results simulated with the reference 
model Delphin (version 6.1.2), which has been widely validated and is 
frequently used [54]. 

4.1. Assessment method 

Model evaluation focuses on the verification of data used to calculate 
convective exchanges with the indoor environment and outdoor urban 
environment as well as the overall consistency of the simulated data 
inside the wall. Thus, six variables are chosen to evaluate the model: 
temperature and vapour pressure at the interior surface, temperature 
and vapour pressure at the exterior surface, average temperature in the 
wall, and water content integrated over the whole wall. To verify the 
temporal evolution of these six variables, the results simulated are 
compared with those from Delphin. The error (absolute or relative) due 
to our method is then estimated at each time step with respect to this 
reference: 

err
j

abs =
⃒

⃒

⃒X
j

method −X
j

Delphin

⃒

⃒

⃒ (24)  

err
j

rel =

⃒

⃒

⃒

⃒

⃒

X
j

method − X
j

Delphin

X
j

Delphin

⃒

⃒

⃒

⃒

⃒

(25) 

with Xj
method the value of the variable calculated by the proposed 

method at time step j, and Xj
Delphin the value of the variable calculated by 

Delphin at time step j. 

4.2. Cases studied 

The validation method is based on the simulation of a classical 
configuration presented in Fig. 5. A wall, for which the initial conditions 
are defined, is subjected to constant indoor conditions and to outdoor 
conditions calculated from a weather file. 

4.2.1. Calculation of urban boundary conditions 
This section presents the methods used to obtain boundary condi-

tions representative of an urban environment. The same boundary 
conditions are used as inputs for Delphin and the proposed method. 

The calculation of boundary conditions at the exterior surface from 
the weather files depends on the urban form studied. In this work, the 
urban environment chosen to carry out these calculations was the me-
dieval district of Cahors, a small town in the south-west of France 
(44◦26′54′′N 1◦26′29′′E). This neighbourhood corresponds to a dense 
city centre with narrow streets. The wall studied is located on the first 
floor of a east-facing façade. 

4.2.1.1. Convective coefficient. CHTC and CMTC are essential variables 
for assessing heat and mass exchange at urban surfaces. Many formu-
lations exist to calculate CHTC [55–57], these are generally based on 
empirical formulae that depend on the local wind speed and the tem-
perature difference between the surface and the air. It is difficult to 
conclude which is the most appropriate method to use [56]. In this work, 
the formulation employed is the DOE-2 model [58]. The convection 

Fig. 4. Algorithm of Test 2 for capillary pressure at the exterior surface.  

Table 3 
Threshold values for the five tests.  

Test 
number 

Variable Units Threshold values 

Test 1 Absorbed rain rate kg.m−2.s−1 0.00002 
Test 2 Variation rate for   

- Capillary pressure Pa.min−1 40000 
- Temperature ◦C.min−1 0.05 

Test 3 Variation rate for   
- Capillary pressure Pa.min−1 400000 
- Temperature ◦C.min−1 0.6 

Test 4 Variation rate for 
integrated water 
content 

kg.m−3.min−1 0.01 

Test 5 Capillary pressure 
limit 

Pa 0 

Replacement value for 
capillary pressure 

Pa −1000 for mesh versions 1 
and 2 and -1e6 for mesh 
version 3  
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coefficients are input data in both tools compared. They are computed 
beforehand in EnergyPlus, using DOE-2 model. The output variable for 
CHTC is called “Surface Outside Face Convection Heat Transfer Coeffi-
cient [W/m2-K](Hourly)” in the EnergyPlus tool. 

The CMTC is calculated from the value of the CHTC, applying the 
Lewis analogy [43]: 
hconv,m = 7.7 ∗ 10−9 hconv,th (26)  

4.2.1.2. Short-wave radiation. Short-wave radiation incident on the 
vertical wall were calculated using the EnergyPlus software. This soft-
ware takes into account the three components of solar radiation: direct, 
diffuse and reflected. It performs an energy simulation for a single 
building of interest (Fig. 6). The other buildings are considered as solar 
masks and are used in the calculation of the inter-reflection of solar 
radiation between the external surfaces (using the ray-tracing method). 

The advantage of the EnergyPlus software is that it allows to consider a 
complex urban morphology. 

Thus, the short-wave radiative flux incident on the first-floor wall is 
calculated using EnergyPlus, which takes into account the urban envi-
ronment. The boundary condition required to describe incident solar 
radiation in the hygrothermal model is provided by the output variable 
called “Surface Outside Face Incident Solar Radiation Rate per Area [W/ 
m2](Hourly)” in the EnergyPlus nomenclature. The solar radiation flux 
absorbed by the wall is computed from incident solar radiation flux by 
multiplying by solar absorptance coefficient (fixed at 0.7 for all the fa-
çades in this study). 

4.2.1.3. Long-wave radiation. The default mode of EnergyPlus, calcu-
lates the longwave radiative flux by assuming that the building ex-
changes only with the ground, the sky and an environment whose 
temperature is estimated to be equal to that of the air. Thus, in the 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the simulated configuration.  

Fig. 6. Urban area simulated in Energy Plus to define the boundary conditions, with a view of the east-facing building considered to test the model.  
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default mode, radiative exchanges between buildings are not modelled. 
A multi-building co-simulation strategy was developed to quantify the 
infrared exchanges between buildings. The first step is to calculate the 
view factors between the surfaces of the studied building and those of 
the surrounding buildings. Then, this method consists of simulating 
several buildings separately with EnergyPlus, using the view factors and 
the surface temperatures of the surrounding buildings as input data to 
calculate the long-wave radiation. Several iterations are carried out: in 
each iteration, all buildings are simulated over the whole simulated 
period (one year) and the long-wave radiation is computed from the 
surface temperatures of the other buildings calculated in the previous 
iteration. Iterations are performed until convergence on the surface 
temperatures of the building of interest is reached. The long-wave ra-
diation calculated for the studied facade is then used as input in the two 
tools being compared. In this study, this boundary condition is derived 
from the output variable “Surface Outside Face Net Thermal Radiation 
Heat Gain Rate per Area [W/m2](Hourly)”, computed by EnergyPlus for 
the first-floor wall of the east-facing façade. 

4.2.1.4. WDR. The calculation of the WDR in the developed method is 
done by applying the method used in the Delphin tool, in order to obtain 
easily comparable results. The incident rainfall was thus calculated from 
weather data, using the WDR model of ISO 15927-3 [59]. This norm 
gives the following equation to quantify the WDR exposure I in an hour 
[60]: 

I =
2

9
vr8/9 cos (D− θ) (27) 

With v the average hourly wind speed (m.s−1), r the hourly precipi-
tation (mm), D the hourly mean wind direction (◦), θ the wall direction 
(◦). 

This semi-empirical formula ignores the effect of geometry, obsta-
cles, and topography on WDR rain exposure of a façade. To take these 
elements into account, an attenuation coefficient is calculated from the 
following four factors: a factor for terrain variations (CR), a factor for 
topography (CT), an obstacle factor (O) and a wall factor (W.) 
Iw=CR ∗ CT ∗ O ∗ W ∗ I (28) 

In the urban environment studied, the product of these four co-
efficients is fixed at 0.07. 

The rain flux incident on the wall jimp is estimated from the WDR 
exposure of the wall in an hour Iw. However, not all the incident flux can 
be systematically absorbed by the wall, it depends on the moisture 
conditions in the wall. The maximal absorbed rain flux is calculated 
from the following equation: 

jmax = −
(

Kl(wsat),Kl

(

welem
))

.
pelem

c

xelem
(29) 

With jmax the maximum water flow into the boundary element 
(kg.m−2.s 1), wsat the saturation water content of material (kg.m−3), welem 

the current water content in boundary element(kg.m−3), pelem
c the capil-

lary pressure in boundary element (Pa) and thickness of boundary 
element (m). 

The real absorbed flux is then deduced by taking the minimum value 
between the normal rain flux at the façade and the maximum flux: 
jrain =min

(

jimp, jmax

) (30) 
With jimp the water flow normal to the surface (kg.m−2.s 1). 

4.2.2. Wall configuration 
The evaluation was carried out on fifteen walls (Table 4) whose 

composition differed by the number of layers and the properties of the 
materials. Thus, the tool was tested for traditional or more modern 
walls, possibly combined with internal or external insulation systems: 
impermeable, hygroscopic or capillary active. 

The properties of all materials are described in Table 5. The char-
acteristics of raw earth were taken from the paper of [61] and those of 
the brick and the lime-hemp were the results of the characterisation of 
the materials from the living-lab located in Cahors [62]. Properties of 
other materials were extracted from the Delphin database. The compo-
sitions of the complex historical walls (from n◦12 to n◦15) were taken 
from the work of [63]. 

All the walls presented in Table 4 were simulated in the climate of 
Cahors, using the 2016 weather file of the station located at the Le 
Montat aerodrome near Cahors. The numerical method was also 
assessed in more extreme climates, to test its limits. Walls 1 and 10 were 
evaluated in two additional climates: the desert climate (hot and dry) of 
Aswan (Egypt) and the tropical climate (hot and humid) of Manaus 
(Brazil). The weather files used to describe the climate of Aswan and 
Manaus were taken from the EnergyPlus database. The indoor condi-
tions were considered constant at a temperature of 20 ◦C and a relative 
humidity of 50% in all cases. 

4.3. Mesh sensitivity analysis 

The objective of this section was to find a compromise for the spatial 
discretisation, as urban climate models currently solve heat transfers in 
wall with few nodes and coupled transfer tools generally use finer 
meshes. Moreover, it is recommended to apply a smaller mesh size near 
surfaces and at the interface between different material layers, since 
these areas are generally subject to larger variations than the centre of 
the materials. 

Several meshes were tested, differing in the size of the first mesh, the 
rate of increase, and the number of nodes. The three versions studied did 
not include any mesh refinement at the interface between two material 
layers (Table 2). 

The simulations for each wall and for the different climates were run 
over a full year with the three mesh versions. The difference between the 
results of the proposed scheme and those of Delphin was evaluated at 
each time step. In order to present the results in a concise way, the time 
during which the difference exceeded a certain threshold value (Table 6) 
was calculated. The results of a simulation were considered unsatisfac-
tory when the difference exceeded the threshold value more than 10% of 
the time for at least one of the six variables (i.e. when a red box is present 
on a line of Figs. 6–8). 

The first mesh version consisted of a first mesh of 5 mm and a stretch 
factor of 2. The proposed scheme generally worked well for walls 
composed of one or two layers of materials and efficiently simulated 

Table 4 
Details of the composition of the walls studied.  

N◦ Composition of the walls from the outside to the inside 
1 Brick (0.4 m) – Hemp and lime insulation (0.1 m) 
2 Hemp and lime insulation (0.1 m) – Brick (0.4 m) 
3 Brick (0.4 m) 
4 Hemp and lime insulation (0.1 m) 
5 Brick (0.4 m) – Calcium silicate (0.1 m) 
6 Brick (0.4 m) – Mineral wool (0.1 m) – Vapour retarder (0.001 m) – Gypsum 

board (0.01 m) 
7 Lime plaster (0.001 m) – Mineral wool (0.1 m) – Brick (0.4 m) 
8 Raw earth (0.2 m) 
9 Concrete (0.2 m) 
10 Mineral fine plaster (0.015 m) – Expanded polystyrene (0.1 m) – Concrete (0.2 

m) 
11 Concrete (0.2 m) – Mineral wool (0.1 m) – Vapour retarder (0.001 m) – Gypsum 

board (0.01 m) 
12 Old brick (0.215 m) 
13 Old brick (0.215 m) – Perforated composite foil (0.001 m) – Phenolic foam 

(0.05 m) – Composite foil (0.001 m) – Plasterboard (0.0125 m) 
14 Old brick (0.215 m) – Glue mortar (0.0065 m) – Calcium silicate (0.14 m) – 

Lime plaster (0.004 m) 
15 Old brick (0.215 m) – Mineral fine plaster (0.008 m) – Wood fibre board (0.1 m) 

– Gypsum board (0.012 m)  
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permeable, hygroscopic, and capillary active materials, which are 
characteristic of traditional and bio-based materials (Fig. 7). 

Seven of the nineteen simulations gave partly unsatisfactory results 
(Fig. 7), which highlights the limitations of the numerical scheme 
associated with a coarse mesh. The results were less satisfactory for 
contemporary solutions, such as concrete – alone or insulated from the 
outside or inside. Also, the proposed method did not always effectively 
simulate walls composed of more than four layers of materials, for 
example wall n◦13. The number of nodes was not sufficient to describe 
the strong variations induced by material changes. 

In a second proposal, the mesh was refined. This version 2 of the 
mesh was characterised by a first mesh of 2.5 mm with a stretch factor of 
1.7. Thus, the walls had between 9 and 16 nodes depending on their 
thickness. 

With this refined mesh, the results became satisfactory for walls 
made of concrete. On the other hand, the results remained partly un-
satisfactory for walls 13 and 14, which were composed of five and four 
layers of material, respectively (Fig. 8). 

A third version of the mesh was tested with the aim of obtaining 
satisfactory results for all walls, including those with four or more layers 
of material. In this version, the mesh was further refined and was 
characterised by a first mesh size of 1 mm and a stretch factor of 1.5. 
Thus, the walls had a spatial discretisation between 15 and 23 nodes 
depending on their thickness. Finally, the results obtained (Fig. 9) show 
that the mesh thus refined made it possible to obtain satisfactory results 
for all the simulations. 

4.4. Example of detailed results 

This sub-section presents extracts of results, for the brick/hemp wall 
(n◦1) (Fig. 10), in the climate of Cahors. The study period is five days, 
from 22nd to 27th November 2016. A rain event took place during the 
night of 22–23 November, which wetted the wall. During the following 
days, the drying of the wall can be observed. Fig. 11 describes the main 
variables used to calculate exterior boundary conditions. The proposed 
numerical scheme associated with the three mesh versions is compared 
with the Delphin reference tool. 

Fig. 12 shows very satisfactory results for the temporal evolution of 
temperature and vapour pressure at the external surface for the three 
mesh versions, although a slight deviation is sometimes observed for the 
coarsest mesh size (version 1). This error can be explained by the larger 
size of the first mesh for this mesh version. 

The three versions of the mesh are able to represent the spatial 

Table 5 
Material properties used for the simulation.   

Density Thermal 
capacity 

Dry thermal 
conductivity 

Vapour resistance 
coefficient 

Water absorption 
coefficient 

Water content at 
saturation 

Source of 
values 

ρ Cp λ μ Aw Wsat 

(kg.m−3) (J.kg−1.K−1) (W.m−1 .K−1) (−) (kg.m−2.s−0.5) (kg.m−3)

Brick 1616 800 0.49 9 0.28 388 [62] 
Calcium silicate 186.8 1100 0.059 3.64 0.77 916.4 Delphin 

database 
Composite foil 1276 1000 0.23 94384.5 0 113 Delphin 

database 
Concrete 2104.2 1000 2.1 76.12 0.01 219.9 Delphin 

database 
Expanded polystyrene 23 1500 0.036 96 0 920 Delphin 

database 
Glue mortar 1409.9 1059 0.6 22.89 0 340 Delphin 

database 
Gypsum board 850 850 0.2 10 0.28 551 Delphin 

database 
Hemp and lime 

insulation 
440 1000 0.07 6.5 0.2 789 [62] 

Lime plaster 1249.9 999 0.57 12.14 0.13 452.2 Delphin 
database 

Mineral fine plaster 586.3 1198 0.134 12.64 0.07 360 Delphin 
database 

Mineral wool 37 840 0.04 1 0 900 Delphin 
database 

Old brick 1715.2 920 0.543 22.17 0.14 322.1 Delphin 
database 

Perforated composite 
foil 

1276 1000 0.23 600 0 113 Delphin 
database 

Phenolic foam 35.5 1470 0.02 113.73 0.01 501.2 Delphin 
database 

Plasterboard 1043.4 1047 0.261 11.28 0.37 356 Delphin 
database 

Raw earth 1730 648 0.6 9.83 0.39 345 [61] 
Vapour retarder 1000 1400 0.15 1533 0 9 Delphin 

database 
Wood fibre boad 150 2000 0.042 3 0.07 600 Delphin 

database  

Table 6 
Threshold values for the gap between the proposed tool and Delphin.   

T (◦C) Pvap (Pa) w (kg .m−3) 
Type of error absolute relative relative 
Threshold value 1 5% 10%  
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evolution of the temperature and water content in the wall very well and 
even version 1, with a very coarse mesh, can represent the profile in the 
wall in a very satisfactory way, during wetting phase (Fig. 13) and 
drying phase (Fig. 14). 

As the aim was to evaluate the impact of hygrothermal transfers on 
the urban canyon balance, a complementary observation was carried out 
to evaluate the heat and mass fluxes exchanged with the environment at 
the outdoor surface. Fig. 15 shows the results for these fluxes, which are 

also satisfactory. 
The numerical validation provides quite satisfactory results, 

including during the drying and wetting phases. A similar study was 
carried out for a warm and sunny period. The results are presented in the 
appendix. Several versions of the mesh have been compared. The 
version used must be chosen according to the type of material simulated, 
the number of material layers and the level of accuracy required. 

Fig. 7. Time during which the threshold value was exceeded in a year for each simulation with mesh version 1.  

Fig. 8. Time during which the threshold value was exceeded in a year for each simulation with mesh version 2.  
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5. Discussion 

The results are considered acceptable for the urban scale, because the 
same level of accuracy is not expected as for a wall scale model: in an 
urban model, an entire neighbourhood is represented by a typical street, 
which means that, in an urban area, only one building, with typical 
characteristics of the studied area, is represented. Thus, walls are not 
modelled individually but by a single composition for the neighbour-
hood. Considering the approximations made on the composition of the 
walls and the characteristics of the materials, very accurate results 
cannot be expected. 

This new numerical scheme is fully designed to be easily integrated 
into an urban model. For this purpose, the numerical scheme has been 
simplified and the spatial and temporal resolution scales have been 
adapted compared to a classical resolution scheme for coupled heat and 
mass transfers. 

Many models, like Delphin, use implicit schemes that require sub- 

iterations at each time step until convergence is reached. The pro-
posed scheme does not have this constraint as it uses an implicit/explicit 
scheme. Thus, only one iteration per time step ensures numerical sta-
bility, which is more consistent with the numerical scheme of an urban 
climate model like TEB. 

In addition, a new, decoupled numerical solution approach is 
implemented. It has the advantage of completely separating the reso-
lution of the heat equation from that of the mass conservation equation. 
This adaptation preserves the structure of the existing urban model 
code, while maintaining a satisfactory level of accuracy on the coupled 
transfers. 

Regarding the time resolution scales, it was decided not to integrate a 
fully variable time step that would be adapted to each time step ac-
cording to convergence. The method used is rather a fixed time step 
corresponding to that of a typical urban climate model (5 min), which is 
reduced, at moments critical for numerical stability, to a sub-time step of 
fixed duration (10 s). The integration of only two different time steps 

Fig. 9. Time during which the threshold value was exceeded in a year for each simulation with mesh version 3.  

Fig. 10. The studied mesh versions applied to the brick wall insulated with hemp-lime.  
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Fig. 11. Main variables used to calculate the exterior boundary conditions: outdoor temperature and relative humidity (top left), convective heat transfer coefficient 
(top right), solar radiation incident on the wall (bottom left) and rain flux incident on the wall (bottom right). 

Fig. 12. Temporal evolution of temperature (left) and vapour pressure (right) at the exterior surface from 22nd to 27th November 2016 in Cahors.  
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Fig. 13. Profile of temperature (left) and water content (right) in the wall on 23rd November 2016 at midnight in Cahors.  

Fig. 14. Profile of temperature (left) and water content (right) in the wall on 25th November 2016 at noon in Cahors.  

Fig. 15. Temporal evolution of heat flux (left) and mass flux (right) at the exterior surface from 22nd to 27th November 2016 in Cahors.  
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optimises the computation time and ensures numerical stability, while 
integrating well with a complex model simulating many physical pro-
cesses. This simple method avoids any further complication of the urban 
model. 

The last originality is the implementation of a rather coarse mesh, 
which is only refined at the interior and exterior surfaces and not at the 
interfaces of the materials. This type of mesh makes it possible to 
concentrate the calculation efforts on the zones of interest, which are the 
surfaces. At the urban scale, the elements of interest are the flux 
exchanged with the urban canyon or the interior environment, and not 
the conditions inside the wall. This meshing technique could be opti-
mised by incorporating a method to adapt the mesh at each time step 
according to the location of the strongest temperature and water content 
gradients. 

Finally, this paper has proposed a suitable numerical scheme for the 
simulation of coupled mass and heat transfers at urban scale. Its future 
integration in an urban model will enable energy/climate simulations to 
be performed including coupled transfers through walls over large 
spatial areas and long durations. The results thus obtained will complete 
the literature concerning the share of walls in the urban water balance 
and also the impact of moisture transfers in walls on conditions in the 
urban canyon. These results will have the advantage of being obtained 
for real weather conditions and by performing energy simulations in 
parallel to obtain the conditions inside the buildings. Thus, the inte-
gration in an urban climate model will enable the effect of considering 
this phenomenon to be evaluated both on the energy consumption of the 
HVAC equipment and on the indoor and outdoor comfort, by studying 
the moisture buffering capacity of walls and the potential of cooling by 
evaporation. These studies could be carried out on different wall com-
positions in order to compare them. 

6. Conclusion 

The issue of this article was to develop a suitable solution method for 
the integration of coupled mass and heat transfers in walls into a model 
at the urban scale. Several barriers have been raised, in particular con-
cerning the scales of spatiotemporal resolution and the numerical 
schemes, which are different at the urban scale and at the wall scale. 
Compromises have been found to ensure reasonable computational cost 
and satisfactory quality of results. 

Thus, the proposed solution method consists of an IMEX (implicit/ 
explicit) scheme combined with a decoupled numerical resolution 
approach. The time step has been fixed at 5 min with a decrease to 10 s 
in the moments critical for numerical stability, which are identified by 
five tests. 

Numerical validation of the method was performed using a model 
intercomparison method on several cases. It was based on the Delphin 
reference model and included fifteen wall compositions and three cli-
mates. Three mesh versions were compared, differing in the number of 
nodes, which ranged from 5 to 23. 

The results show that a mesh size of less than nine nodes can be 
sufficient to simulate walls made of permeable materials. A larger 
number of nodes (about fifteen) is required to obtain satisfactory results 
for concrete walls with or without other materials. An even finer mesh 
size (about twenty nodes) is required to simulate walls with four or more 
layers of materials. 

A detailed example has been presented. It concerns the simulation of 
an old brick wall insulated with hemp lime in the climate of Cahors. The 
temporal evolution at the surface level was studied for the following 
variables: temperature, vapour pressure, heat flux and mass flux. The 
three mesh versions obtained very satisfactory results despite a slight 
difference in temporal evolution for the coarsest mesh. In addition, the 
three meshes studied were able to effectively describe temperature and 
water content profiles in the wall. Thus, the results obtained agree with 
the level of accuracy expected for simulating coupled transfers in urban 
scale models. 

The next step will be the integration of the model and the proposed 
method into the urban climate model TEB. Energy-climate simulations 
on an urban scale will be carried out and will be able to enrich the 
literature concerning not only the share of hydric transfers in the urban 
balance but also their impacts on energy consumption as well as on 
indoor and outdoor comfort. Our next objective is more specifically to 
simulate historic city centres, over long periods, in order to compare 
several renovation scenarios, and then to formulate recommendations 
on the most suitable renovation strategies with regard to energy and 
microclimate issues. 
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Appendix 

This appendix presents an extract of the results of the comparison between the Delphin reference tool and the developed method associated with 
the three mesh versions. This part focuses on the brick/hemp wall (n◦1) in the climate of Cahors. The study period is five days, from 4th to 9th July 
2016. It covers a warm and sunny period, without rainfall. Figure A.1 describes the main variables used for the calculation of the outdoor boundary 
conditions. 
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Fig. A.1. Main variables used to calculate the exterior boundary conditions: outdoor temperature and relative humidity (top left), convective heat transfer coefficient 
(top right), solar radiation incident on the wall (bottom left) and rain flux incident on the wall (bottom right) 

Figure A.2 shows very satisfactory results for the temporal evolution of temperature and vapour pressure at the external surface for the three mesh 
versions.

Fig. A.2. Temporal evolution of temperature (left) and vapour pressure (right) at the exterior surface from 4th to 9th July 2016 in Cahors  

The objective of this appendix is to verify the validity of the model on sunny days. The behaviour of the temperature and water content in the wall 
was studied at the time of day when the shortwave radiation incident on the façade is maximum. According to Figure A.3, the three versions of the 
mesh are able to represent the spatial evolution of the temperature and water content in the wall in a very satisfactory way. 
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Fig. A.3. Profile of temperature (left) and water content (right) in the wall on 8th July 2016 at 9:30AM in Cahors  

Figure A.4 shows the results obtained for the heat and mass flux at the exterior surface. They are satisfactory for all three versions, although a slight 
difference in amplitude is observed on the negative mass flux peaks. It is important to note that the mass flux exchanged is low.

Fig. A.4. Temporal evolution of heat flux (left) and mass flux (right) at the exterior surface from 4th to 8th July 2016 in Cahors  

The results obtained are rather satisfactory for the three mesh versions. Therefore, the method is also suitable for simulating the hygrothermal 
behaviour of walls under summer conditions. 
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